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Role of Vitrons in Alkali Silicate Binary Glasses I 

Leroy W. Tilton 

Appli cations of v it ron t heo ry to analyses of properti es of R 20 s ili cate binary glasses 
indicate that change in slope on t he property-composition curves may occ ur where t here 
are integral numbers of cations p er dodecahedral cavity or cage of th e network. From 
geometrical consid eration s i t is found that 1 or 2 oxygens and 6 sodiums can be accommodated 
inside a cage, an d similar ly not more t han 1 oxyge n and 4 potassiums can be inclosed in a 
cage. 

Data on chemi cal attack and on solubili ty losses in water sugges t for alkali s ilicate glasses 
a maximal average inclosu re of oxygen inside t he cavit ies at 16.7-mole percen t for K 20 , 23. 1 
percen t for Na20, and probably 28.6 percent for Li 20 . T hese composit ions correspon d to 1, 
1.5, an d 2 oxyge ns per cage. T hese co mposit ions m ark t he beginning deterioration of the net. 
poss ibl y because of non bridg ing oxygen. Changes in rate of volatili zation occ ur at 28.6-, 
37.5-, a nd 50.0-per cent R ,O for potash , soda, and li t hi a sili cate glasses, respectively. These 
crit ical composit ions are cons id ered t hose for which the cavit ies in t he p;lasses are comp letely 
saturated wit h the modifi er oxides, R,O, and with additional cations, R. 

D etailed analyses of cur ves of molar volume versus co mposition show th a t the critical 
points for oxide saturation arc evident and that changes in slope may occur at other cri t ical 
compos ition s corresponding to in tegral numbers of cat ions per cage. It is found that t he 
percentage of 16.7-percent N a 20 at high temperatures and the satura t ion point of 37.5 
percen t at low temperatures are cri t ical in curves for specific (electri cal) resistance. The 
"deep-well " point at 16.7-percen t Na20 cr it ically separat es soda sili cate glasses t hat are 
very readily devitri fi ecl from those t hat contain more oxide modifier a nd are more stable. 

1. Introduction 

A nonc l'~' Lal ionic model for silica gla ss was 
constructed b Y' Lh e writc[, and described at the annual 
meeting of Lhc Optical Society of America in October 
1956 . H e simul taneously announced a new concept 
applicable to studies of glasses, namely a small , 
stressed microstructure having near crystal sym
metries and almost capable of forming macl'O
crystals. The particular structure found to accord 
with many data on fused silica glass consists of 
clusters of distorted pen tago nal dodecahedra, called 
vitrons, having as subunits the well-known silicon
oxygen tetrahedra. A four clement vitron is rep
resented in figure 1. 

The most important characteristic of the proposed 
vitrons is the fivefold symmetry which is incompat
ible with the formation of macroerystals. See 
figure 2. A second importan t feature is a balanced 
distribu tion of stresses and bond strengths. Within 
each vitron (clusters of dodecahedral cages) the 
bonds are very strong at the center but weak at the 
peripheries where high-tangential tensions and low
ered force constan ts are automatically limi ting the 
growth potential. 

In a previous paper [1] the author shows how the 
proper t ies of silica glass, including density, differential 
diffusion of gases, intera tomic distances, low tensile 
strengths, unusual (reversible) temperature and 
pressure effects on volume, irreversibl e heat effects, 
and internal friction at low tempera tures can be 
b etter understood according to the vitron theory 
which can be considered as a modifi cation of existing 
theories in such manner as to reconcile and amplify 
them. 

It is suggested that vi tro ns grow simul taneo usly 
throughout a melt of glass at very high temperature 
and becom e more or Ie s imperfectly uniLed through 
common pen tagonal faces 01' occasional oX~Tgen 
bridges be tween unsatisn.rcl silico n aLoms in adj acen t 
vitrons. Smaller v itrol1s could grow in the inter-

FI GURE 1. ag'-axis view oj model oj completed 4-element vitron 
(type 4, tetrahedral). 

Coiled wire springs ind icate extra 0 - charges and vaCatIt tetrahedral corners 
indicate Si+ charges avail able Cor atLachmen ts to other vitrous by oxygen bridges. 

I Reported In par t at tbe Annual i\ll"eetin g 0 !the Opti cal Society of America. At center fore ground is a reentran t thrce-faee that can uni te with anotber vitron 
Abstract F4. J . Opt. Soc. Am . 47, 115 (1957). presenting a similar three·faee. 
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FIGURE 2. Crystal and noncrystal cl1istering . 
Just as pen tagonal tiles fail where hexagons succeed in coYering a floor. so do 

regul ar pentradodecahedra fail to fill space completely and extensively. By 
radial compression , the neighboring dodecahedra may be distorted and meet 
each other and thus a limited degree of growth In space is possible. 

s tices between larger vitrons. A single-clemen t 
vitron is only 8 A in diameter (on cen ters) and an 
upper limit for vitron dimensions may be approxi
m ately 30 A. 

The next step in tes ting the vi tron theory is an 
applica tion to binary glasses, and of these the 
simplest and best known are the alkali silica tes . 
This paper is a reconnaissance study of simple 
potash, soda, and lithia silica te bin ary glasses by 
analyses of such limi trd and imperfect da ta as may 
now exist on the proper ties of such glasses as func .. 
t ions of the concentration of the respective modifiers . 

The stepwise na ture of changes in the proper ties 
of some binary glasses has been noticed and discussed 
by several iuves tigators. In general, in such studies, 
t here has been unfortunate emphasis on the possi .. 
bility of the existence of ch emical compounds tha t 
migh t cause discontinui ties or sharp breaks in 
proper ties such as would be evidenced by the inter .. 
ection of straight-lin e segm en ts . A more compre .. 

hensive view would give weight also to points of 
infl ec tion , maxima and minima of ordinates or 
slopes, intersections of tangents, or other especially 
noticeable features no t technically discontinuities. 
Sometimes, also, there are taci t assumptions that a 
special feature at a given composition on the curve 
of one property should, in gener al , be found on the 
curves of other properties . Actually , of course, 
i t must be recognized that a circumstance which 
definitely affects sensitive measures of volatility, 
for example, may leave no no ticeable imprint on 
rate of change of density. Special points on a prop
erty curve for a given temperature range may 
necessarily be en tirely absen t at very different 
temperatures. -

Vitron theory suggests causes other than com
pound formation for the exist encc of special points 
on proper ty-composition curves. F or example, 
some oxygen may enter the cages (cavi ties) together 
with its cation and there should be cri tical composi
t ions at which, approximately , this oxide saturation 
is completed and the process of net de teriora tion by 
" unshared ox~-ge ll " begins. Then a t other composi
tions the cavities should become compl etely satu
r ated with additional cations. Also to be con
sidered, although perhaps of less impor tance, are 
the compositions at which there are in tegral num
bers of cations pCI' cavity . 

Among properti es that h ave been found useful 
in t his study are solubility, chemical a ttack, vola
t ilization , molar volume, electrical r esistance, and 
Huidity . 

2. Structural Characteristics of H20 
Silicate Glasses 

Vi tron theory has in terestmg qu antitative aspects 
that may be used in applications to existing data. 

2.1. Numerical Distribution of Cations 

From the composit ions expressed in mole propor
tions, it is easy to compute for the vi tron model 
the number s of cations per cavity. For the simple 
case of binary glasses with oxides R20 and Si02 in 
the propor tions rand s (where r+ s= 1), the number 
of cavi ties (or cages) is proportional to sl5 and the 
silicon to oxygen ra tio is sl (2s+ r). It would seem tha t 
integral numbers of cations per cavity, R h , may be 
significant for some purposes and the corresponding 
proportions of R 20 are readily compu ted as 
r= R h / (R h + l0 ). Also, a maximum upper limiting 
value of the coordination number , N c, is necessarily 
twice the ratio of oxygen to cation, H, and therefore 
N c= 1+ 2s!r. 

The stability of the network is estimated by com
ptl ting for the average tetrahcdron thc number of 
corners tha t are securely tied in to the net by the 
sharing of oxygens. On the conventional basis, the 
"shared oxygens" (half oxygens) pCI' tetrahedron are 
computed as 0 8= 4- 2r/s. This assumes tha t all 
oxygen added by the modifier oxide becomes attached 
to only one silicon and therefore is effec tive in weak
ening the network. If i t be assumed tha t some oxy
gen as well as cation can be enclosed in the cages, 
insofar as their capacity and other conditions may 
permit , then the computation of shared oxygen is a 
multiple process, depending on the number , 0 /, of 
oxygens tha t may be inclosed as oxide inside the 
cages, and 0 8 = 4 + 0.40 0 /- 2r/s. On thi s basis, the 
network will not star t deteriorating un til certain 
threshold values of added oxygen are reached . As 
compared with the conventional basis, 0 /= 0, it then 
becomes easier to realize why some glasses with rela
tively high modifier content do not show marked 
instabili ty even at compositions near those for which 
the glasses are commonly said to have shee t and 
('hain structures of their tertahedra r ather than 
veritable networks. 
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Table 1 gives useful data for applying the vitron 
theory to simple binary glasses having modifier 
oxides of the type R 20 . It is suggested that above 
the horizontal dotted line in table 1, devitrification 
may develop rapidly at relatively high temperatures 
because there is insufficient non silica inside the cages 
to efIectively resist or impede the crystallization or 
contractul'al potential. In general, other glasses 
above the upper stepwise line should be stable, 
because the three-dimensional connections remain 
intact. Between the stepwise lines the network 
persists but is weakened . Below that region marked 
'weaknesses may be manifest because spacial coher
ence of the network is not assured. 

One of the most convincing proponents of the use 
of straight-line segments in representing the volume 
of glass as a fun ction of composition is Huggins [2] 
who discussed details of possible structures in soda 
silicate glas and numcrically designated 6 or 7 
compositions where the property-composition curves 
showed, or m ight b e expected to show, more or less 
abrupt changes in slope. As shown in the last 
columns of table] , the points designated by Huggins 
are in close agrcement 'with the compositions at which 
vitron theory finds for R 20 silica te glasses that the 
numbers of cations pel' hole in the net are 3, 5, 6, 8, 
9, and 10. At these degrees of saturation or super
saturation for alkali silicate binary glasses, it will be 
shown below that changes in slope of certain prop
erty-composition curves may OcCUI'. 

2 .2 . Geometrical Evidence 

It has long been assumed tha t most cat ions in tro
duced in sili caLe glasses in small proportions are 
located within the cavities of thc network In a 
glass of 16.7 mole percent Na20 , there are 2 atoms 
of sodium pel' cavity or cage according to the vitron 
theory (sec lable 1) . It is logical to expect that each 
cation will be found in closest possible co ntact with 
3 oxygens of a single sili co n-oxygen tetrahedron and 
this basic ass umption underlies this analysis. It is 
fmther assumed here that t he first oxygen introduced 
in to the melt by each pail' of cations will also be found 

III a cage with i ts 2 cations. If 2 sodium arc on 
opposite sides of their oxygen, that is, if the 3 cen
ters lie on a straight line (as migh t be expected in a 
high-temperature state of N a20 ) , then their center 
line can coincide with anyone of the 10 threefold 
axes of a cage. Further, if the effective radius of 
sodium is 0.93 A, there i just sufficient space inside 
a cage to permit such an alinement (see fig. 13). 
Each Na will then be in contact with 4 oxygens and 
not far from 6 other oxygens. This unique arrange
ment is the "deep-potential-well" condition for soda 
in silica that is discussed in section 6. 

If the concentration of soda is higher than 16.7-
mole percent, sodium atoms can occupy some of the 
6 other positions which they could take and each be 
in contact with 4 oxygens and not far from 6 others. 
There will be only 8 (no t 10) such positions available 
for Na. That is, because of mutual interpenetratio n 
at nearest neighbor positions, the geometrical satma
tion of a symmetrical cage would be reached when 
only 4 of the 10 axes of threefold symmetry arc 
imul taneously occupied by pairs of Na ions. If 

such geometrical saturation co uld be reached there 
would be 12 (N a- 2clN a) distances of 2.58 A and 12 
of 3.66 A within each cavity. The distribution would 
be symmetrical with the 8 sodium ions at Lile corn ers 
of an inscribed cube. However, because of distor
tional fla ttening of the cages along a diameter direcLed 
radiall.v with respect. to the whole vitron of which 
it is a component, only 6 Na per cage instead of 8 
can be inclosed. Thus there will be onl 6 in tem al 
distances of 2.58 A and 6 of 3.66 A, and this degree 
of saLuraLion will be reiLchcd aL 37.5-mole pcrcent 
N a20 as read from table ] . 

Tllere is uniqu e space inside Lite eages for o nl~T 1 
oxygen but possibly 2 oxygens and Lheil' cations can 
be inclosed in some of the more obI aLe cages. The 
oxygen added, as modifier increases, need not neces
sarily begin to weaken the network immediately after 
the cages are saturated wi th 1 cen tral oxygen be
cause some of t he added oxygen can locate par U:,-' in 
one cage and paltl.\T in another iLnd still be in such 
close contact with its cat ion Lhat it docs no t breal" 

T ABLE 1. Constitutional characterist'ics of R zO silicate binary glasses 

Allolar composition 

0. 000 
. 091 
. 167 
. 231 
. 286 
. 333 
. 375 
. 411 
. 444 
. 474 
. 500 

. 830 

SiO, 

1. 00 
0. 909 
. 833 
. 769 
. 714 
.667 
. 625 
.589 
. 556 
.526 
. 500 

.370 

Formula Shared oxyge ns, O. (cOIUlccteci tctra- Special ra tios of silicon to oxygen 

o 
0.5 
1 
1. 5 
2 
2.5 
3 
3.5 
4 
4.5 
5 

8.5 

siO, 
Cages 8/5 

0. 200 
. 182 
. 167 
. 154 
· 143 
· J33 
· J25 
· U8 
. 111 
. 105 
. 100 

. 074 

hedral corn ers) 
U pper 

Cations per limiting co-
cal'ity Rh ordination Valu es of OJ Computed Found by Hu ggins [2) 

with oxygell ---.---,----,------;--� fI'O~~Od~ron ____ -, ___ _ 

o I 1 I 2 3 _ 4_ 1----1--1-94.-0-1--19: -

'--~ --'-------2--i-~O-------'---~:-M- t& 1-::& !:& ::& O: ~6 0.50 ___ _ ~.50 ____ _ 

2 1 J. 0 - 3. 6-- 4. 0-0' 0- - 4. 0- -4. 0- .454 
3 7.7 3.4 I 3.8 4. 0 I 4. 0 4. 0 . 435 
4 6. 0 3.2 3. 6 . 0lJ' 0 4. 0 . 417 
5 5.0 - 3. 01 3. 4 I 3.8 4.0 4. 0 . 400 
6 4. 3 2.8 3. 2 3.6 1 . 0u · 0 .385 
7 3.9 2.6 - 3.t3. 4 3.8 4.0 . 371 
8 3.5 2. 4 2 8 3 2 3 6 . 0- . 357 
9 33,. 20 2. 2 2 6 3 0-, 3 4 3. 8 .. 3343e :: . ;; :: I:::: I : :::,~ 

. 435 . 437 

. 40 . 40 
___ __ _____ (0. 375) 

'(0. 364) 
O. :345 

(0. 333) 

0. 27 

(0.357) 

0. 333 

fl RatiOS in pa rentheses were' less promi nent or seem to be gh'en less wC'ight by IIugg ins. 
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8i- 0 bonds. Whenever bonds are broken the un·· 
shared oxygen can probably be located near the ea.t .. 
ions and maintain electrical neutrality within satis .. 
factorily small volumes. 

For potash silicate glasses the conditions are some .. 
what similar , especially for low-cation content, but 
the K ion is so much larger than N a that the unique 
alinement of atoms in contact, with the oX~Tgen cen·· 
tel' on one of the threefold axes, is impossible. The 
maximum angle , K- O-K, for K 20 inside a cavity 
would be about 80° instead of 180°, as can occur for 
Na- O- .l'\a. The space inside a symmetrical cavity 
can accommodate 1 oxygen with 2 or with 3 K. 
Geometrically, the maximum K content is 4 per cage, 
even with no fully inclosed oxygen. In that case 
(28.6% K 20), the 4 K atoms can form a tetrahedron 
within each cage and give 6 ulliform K - K distances 
of 2.~ A. An interesting question is: Call distortion 
of cages proceed to such extent that an oxygen can 
be included somewhere near the center and 4 K also 
be inclosed with a slightly reduced K - K distance? 

2.3 . Differential Diffraction Patterns 

Diffraction studies have been the principal direct 
and quantitative means of investigating the structure 
in glasses. Warren and his associates [3] pioneered 
in th e construction of radial-distribution curves by 
means of Fourier transforms of the scattering curve 
for vitreous silica. Such curves give directly the 
distances from a silicon, or from an oxygen, to the 
near-neighbor atoms . This method has been applied 
to several soda-silicate glasses [4], to potash silicate 
glasses [5], and to some soda silicate glasses contain
ing lime [6]. Such work has been done, also, on 
some simple borate glasses [7], and phosphate 
glasses [8]. 

The combined curves, however, become too 
crowded for resolution of pertinent peaks. Hartlief 
[5] seems first to have analyzed th e radial-distribu
tion curves by differential treatment in order to get 
resolution in the residual curves. He subtracted 
ordinates for a Si02 curve from those for cach of 
several potash silicate glasses and thus obtained sep
arately, as residuals, the average radial distributions 
from a potassium atom in each of the potash sili cate 
glasses. Lukesh [9] independently applied the dif
ferential process to existing data on soda silicate 
glasses, and Dietzel [10] also did this work. 

As pointed out by Hartlicf and by Dietzel, the 
peaks on the residual radial distribution curves do 
not shift with change in composition as much as 
shoulcl be expected if they arc evidences of an average 
equitable distribution of cations throughout the 
melts. It is reasonable to conclude that the ions 
free to mlgrate randomly can contribute little or 
nothing to noticeable peaks on such curves, whereas 
those that are more or less fixed may give peaks that 
hould be interpretable . 

E,Ten the relatively constant residual curves char
acteristic of a given type of cation in fixed locations, 
are not unambiguously interpretable because there 

are multiple cation-silicon and cation-oxygen dis
tances as well as the cation-cation distances in which 
(for this analysis) the chief interest lies. Without 
some definite three-dimensional model to test, little 
progress can be made. With a model , however, it 
is not too difficult to decide whether the model is or 
is not in accord with the radial-distribution curves. 
In order to fairly compare proposed models with the 
results deduced from X-ray data, it is necessary to 
compute the distances (between centers) from any 
modifier cation to each position that a neighbor atom 
might logically be expected to occupy. See figure 3. 
Then some consideration must be given to the extent 
of probable shielding that might prevent detection 
of the various neighbors. This has been done for 
both soda silicate and potash silicate glasses, in 
undeformed caO'es of vitron, and the results are ex
pressed in tables 2 and 3, respec ti vely (after elimi
nation of some numerical results obviously impossible 
because of interpenetrations or gross shielding). 

FIG U RE 3. Loci of cations in dodecahedra l cages of Si02• 

There are 10 axes through opposite Si cen ters, and catiou cenlers can lie on these 
axes and be in direct contact with 4 oxygens and not far from G other oxygens. 

In both t:vpes of glass it is indicated that the 
residual peaks on the curves deduced from X-ray 
diffraction are caused principall)' b~' nearest and 
next-nearest neighbors. Second, it was noticed that 
the modifier cation can be distributed uniformly not 
only within each cavity but also similarly distributed 
in adjacent cavities on threefold axes so oriented 
that many of the cations are distributed at approxi
mately equal distances from each other over longer 
ranges than are attainable within a single cage. 
Such equal longer-range separations computed for 
the N a ions and the K ions in binary R zO silicate 
glasses approximate 6.2 and 6.5 A, respectively, for 
low concentrations of the modifier cations. Similar 
equal separations approximating 4.9 and 4 .8 A also 
can occur in increased numbers at high concentra
tions. 
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TABLE 2. Radial distribution of ions around sodiurn in soda silicate glasses (angstrorns) 

Computed possibi lities 

rpo silicon To oxygen T o sod ium 

6 0 2d 

60 hh 

;j O Sl h 

6 Oath 

6 N a3d 
3 1\Ja cx t. 

GNU C1"t. 

3 Na.ah 
1 Na~th 
6 N aext. 

3 Naext 

12 N3 ex t. 

J2 N aext 

] 2 NUext 

Vitron 
model 

2.24 
2. 25 
2. 58 
3. J9 
3. 43 
3. 66 
377 
3. 99 
4 12 
4 ]9 
4. 49 
4. 6 
4. 76 
5. 1 
5. 42 
5. 5 

5.84 
6. 0 

6.3 

R emarks and estima tes o( 
shielding (s) 

E stim ated 
pea ks 

Nearest S i. ............. __ ... _. 2.2 
Co ntact 0 . ......... .......... 2. 3 
Neares t Na .. __ .......... _.... 2.6 
Much s .................. _ .... . _ 
Very li ttle s ... _ ....... _ ... . _. 3. 4 
Very li tt le s ................. _. } 3. i 
Very littlc s bu t few paths .. _. 

X~~;;~~~~lgl~-i~~:·:::::::::.::: } .. _ : ~ ~ ._ 
Apprecia ble s .. .......... _ ... } .. _ 
M uch 8 ..•. _ ..•............ _.. 4. 3 
Appreciable s .. _ .... _ ....... _. } 
Very little s .. . _ .. _..... ..... 4. 9 
Appreciable s. __ .. .. _ ........ . 
Very li ttle s ........ . ... ....... } 5. 4 
Appreciable 8 but nu merous _______ _ 

path s. 
Very little 8 •..... _ ..... _._.... 5.8 
Appreciable 8 but numerous 6. 0 

p aths . 
.... ppr.ciab le s but numerouS 6.3 

pa ths. 

X:'ra,y c \' idcnoo 

Lukesh [9J Dietzel 
(Warren) [lOJ peaks 

pea ks 

a (2.2) 

} :-. ~~~:: 2. 4 
(2. 9) 
(3.2) 
(3. 4) } -
3. 7 3.6 

(4. 5) I ------ . 

4. 8 f 4. 7 

(5.5) (5.5) 

(5. ) } -·- 5~ 9- · (6. 1) 

(6.3) 

II. Dist.'1.n ces in p arentheses wor(' 1'ea(1 rrom very small peaks. 

T A BLE 3. Radial distl·ibution oj ions m·ound potassium in potash silicate alasses (angstroms) 

Compu ted possi bilities X·ray e,·id ence 

Rem" rk s and estima tes of E stim ated 
shielding (8) pea ks lJartJief '1'ilton 

[5] (W arren) 
rr o sili con fro oxyge n fro potas- Vi t ron 

sium model 
---1---1---------------1----1---1---

40llt 2. 65 Contact 0 ... _ .. __ ._ .. ------- 2.6 2. 3 2. 3 
1 ShIt 2. i 6 Nearest Si. ___________ -: } 2.7 2.7 

6 KJd 2. 81 Nearest K . _____ ---- .. 
6 0 ,. 3. 49 Lit Lie 8 ... _. ._. ----- .---.-. 3.5 } 3.5 
30, <1 3. 93 LiLtle 8 •.•.•• .. - .---- 3.9 3.7 
6 0 "h 4.54 Little 8 . - ..... } 4.5 

K ext 4.5 Li ttle s but ie~ ·patlls . .-
Little s ... _ ........... _.: ... -. i "K ext 4. 7 4.8 4. 7 4. 

J{ elt 5. 0 Little 8 •.•.•......... _ .•.• _. 
K cxt 5.7 Appreciable '- ......... _._. 5.8 5.8 
J({'xt 5. 9 Appreciable '- ... _..... _ 
I{ exl 6.5 ±2 A P prr cia ble s but numerous 6.5 6. 2 

path s. 

3. Effective Cage Saturation 

One of the most interesting questions abou t the 
structure of simple silicate glasses concerns the rate 
of deterioration of the silica network as oxygf'ns 
are added , and another concerns the extent to \vhich 
cations can be effectively inclosed in the cages. 

3 . 1. Chemical Attack and Water Solubility 

If th e silica network begins to deteriorate imme
diately upon the addition of modifiers, one would 
expect an increased vulnerability of unshared oxygen 
to be immediately evidenced by ra te of swelling ill 
acids or solution in alkali . In fact , however, 
Hubbard [11] et al. have found such effects to be 
small or negligible below about 10-, 20-, and 30-mole 
percel1.t ofK20, Na20 , and Li20 , respectively, in R 20 
silicaLe binary glasses (see fig . 4). Tentatively, then , 
an d in accord with geometri cal conditions as dis
cussed above, i t may be suggested that at least 1 and 
sometimes 2 oxygens may go into each cage, together 
lVith th e cations simultaneously introduced, because 
1 uch oxygen is provided for each cage at 16 .7-mole 

percen t of R 20 , and at 28.6 percent there are avail
able 2 (R 20 ) for every cage. 

Some data on "·atcr olubility of these glas es were 
published by Dietzel and heybany [12]. From 
their curves (sec fig. 5) i t is seen that 16.7 percent of 
K 20 , 23.1 p ercent of ITa20 , and 2 .6 percent of 
LizO are rea onable estimates for m aximal inclosure 
of oxygen and beginning deterioration of the network 
because of unshared oxygen. It will be not iced that 
the actual damages at the suggested critical per
ce ntages arc greatest for K 20 and smallest for Li20 
in accord with the relative sizes of the respective 
cations. Hence it is suggested that mere size of 
cation is not negligible in expanding t he volume of 
the net \\'ork, and perhaps damaging it, even if all 
modifiers are inclosed in cages. 

The same data by Hubbard [11] eL al. on rate of 
chemical attack indi.ca,te that very serious damage 
to potash silicate glass can occur at molc percen tages 
of modifier neal' 25 and to soda s ili cate glass near 35. 
This accords wiLh the idea that maximum inclosure 
of K ion is reached at not more than 28.6-percent 
K 20 or 4 K pCI' cage, ancl maximum inclosure of N a 
a t 37.5-percent Na20 01' 6 Na per cage. The ater-
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FIGURE 4. Chemical attack on alkali silicate glasses . 
D ata of Hubbard [11] et a1. Noticeable rates of attack beuin near the critical 

percentages for maximal inclosure of oxygen sud beginning-decrease in shared 
oxygen. 

solubility curves indicate that these estimates of 
effective saturation are reasonable, and the estimates 
accord with the geometrical evidence deduced from 
tbe model. 

3 .2. Volatilization 
Fortunately, it is possible to get more precise 

confirmations of the critical percentages of modifiers 
that will give saturation of the silica cages with 
cations. This is possible because of an extensive 
and remarkably significant series of experiments 
made at Sheffield, England, some 20 years ago by 
E. Preston and W . E . S. Turner [1 3J on the volatili
zation losses at high temperatures from simple binary 
melts including potash, soda, and lithia silicate 
glasses. Rate of volatilization of alkali from such 
melts would seem to be a property that might be 
especially sensitive to any alkali content over and 
above that necessary to saturate the cages of a net
work of silica, and also sensitive to temperature 
increases that are sufficiently high to damage a net
work and expose alkali that had previously been 
protectively inclosed. The results obtained by 
Preston and Turner, when plotted against com
positions, did indeed show regions of particular 
mterest but, unfortunately, the curves were analyzed 
primarily for evidence of the existence of chemical 
compounds in the glasses. The ad verse criticism 
that followed has diverted attention from the data' 
and although the peculiarities have not been accept~ 
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FIGURE 5. Water solubility of al )ali silicate glasses 
(1 hr, room temperatllre). 

Data of Dietzel and Sheybany [12J. Near critical percentages of 16.7. 23.1, and 
28.6. where maximal oxygen is inclosed in the cages and the shared oxygen begins 
to decrease, there is beginning appreciable water solubility. The full saturation 
pOints of 28.6 sud 37.5 occur near extremely high rates of solubili ty, and 50 percent 
for Li,O is not unreasonable. 

ably explained, other possible uses of these data for 
interpretations concerning glass stl1ucture seem to 
have been overlooked . 

Concerning these experiments vVeyl [14] says, 
" The results were startling, and caused considerable 
controversial comment. * * * For constant time 
the rate of volatilization changed abruptly with a 
continuous change of composition. * * * aside 
from * * * terminology and * * * structural inter
pretation, the fact remains that the findings of 
W . E. S. Turner and his associates contradict the 
assumption of a continuous and completely random 
network." 

For structural purposes it is not material whether 
the loss-composition curves are really straight lines 
or somewhat curved. The important matter is 
localization of the composition ranges within which 
a decided change in slope occurs. Their data do 
permit quantitative estimates of chemical compo
sitions at or near which some impOl'tant changes in 
structural conditions occur. For soda silicate glasses 
the critical region is certainly included between 32-
and 38-mole percent of soda, as shown in figure 6. 
For glasses richer in soda, the rate of loss increases 
much more rapidly as soda content increases. This, 
essentially, must be the conclusion whether one looks 
at the original graph by Preston and Turner,2 or at 

2 Figure 4, p. 338 of 1st citation in literature reference [13]. 
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FI GU RE 6. Losses in weight while soda silicate glasses are held 
at high temperatw·e. 

Data of Preston and Turner [13] . A concentration of 37.5 percent of Na,O i; 
indicated as critical. E ach cage of the net tben eontaUls 6 Ta and above t hl 
percentage of soda the silica is supersatw'ated wiLb modIfier. 

the graph as redrawn by. Morey [15J ; and the es.ti
mate \\'ould not be matenally changed (al ~hough Its 
locale might be accentuated) ~y. consideratIOn of ~he 
progressive chan~es in compo~itIOn that arc o~c\lrrlllg 
during an expenment, espeCIally for th~ muumum 
periods of 20 hI's, which alone will be consIdered h~re. 

According to vitron theory ther~ are two possible 
critical compositions within the regIOn 32- to 38-mole 
percent Na20 , namely 33.3 o~· 37.5 percent. :rh ese 
compositions arc those at wl11ch there arc aVallabl~, 
respectively, 5 <?1" 6 sodmm atoms pel' cage . . ~llx 
eems the more likely number for a cntlCal condl~lOn 

because it i geometrically the maximm:n <?f N a IOns 
that can be rationally accommodated wlthm any d e
formed component cage of a vitron (excep~ a v~lTta
ble center cage--which alone can escape distortlOnal 
deformation). . ., . 

The interpretation from a sillular ~x.lubit of the 
corresponding evidence from potash silIcate gl!1sses 
heated at 1 400° 0 is less definite because, as will be 
shown pres~ntly, 1,400° c~~ses so much deterioration 
of the network of potash SilIca glas~es that d~ff~r~nces 
in losses above and below saturatIOn are mmlffilzed. 
A corresponding exhi~it that can be dl'avyn for 1} 00° 
o 3 would show some lffiportant chano'e III condItIOns 
between glasses 34.74 a,nd 39 .. 69 percent (w~lght) of 
potash . The only possIble cntical composltlO~ that 
vitron theory offers IS 28 .6-mole :percent (38 :6 welght), 
where 4 potassium atoms pel' ~avity are aV~11able and, 
a already mentioned,.4 c<?nstltute geo~.etncal satura
tion with rationally dIstnbuted potassm!l1 atom~. 

The same result for the same pota h silLCa sen es of 
ala ses is obtained in a striking manner by plotting 
~atios of 20-hour losses, 1,400° 0 /1,300° 0, as in fig-

, See table VIII, p . 133 of 2d citation in literature reference [131. 

ure 7 where the rapid change in slope, and an infl c
tion 4 show definitely the critical mole percentage 
28.6' at which saturation of th e cavities occurs. The 
hio·h values on the left side of figUl'e 7 arc caused by 
m~ch greater temperature deterioration of tbe net 
from 1,300° to 1,400° a compared with 1,200° to 
1,300° O. 

From similar data for lithia silicate glas es it will 
be seen in figure 8 that 50 percent, which correspon~ 
to 10 inclosed Li per cavity, is the critical CO:mPOSI
tion of effective saturation with Li cations. Here it 
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FIGUllE 7. Ratios oj losse8 in weight while potash silicate 
glasses are held at high temperatures. 

A concentration of 28.6 percent of K,O is indicated as critical. E,,:eh c,,:ge of tbe 
net then contains 4 K and above this percentage of potash the SIlica IS super
satumted with modifier. From the left side it can be inferred that at some tem
perature between 1,300° and 1,400° C the unsatw'ated network suffers very 
a ppreciable deterioration. From t be right, where supersat ,!ra~lOn h as alr~ady 
damaged the network, it appears that a '" from 1,200° to 1,300 C IS relatIvely 
as effective as a' from 1,300° to 1,400° C. 

can be inferred that even a temperature increase from 
1 200° to 1 300° 0 causes appreciable dcterioration 
of the net (~uch as occurred from 1,300° to 1,4000 0 
for potash silica glasses) and that between.1 ,3qOo and 
1 400° the deterioration in Li20 glasses IS still pro
g~·essing. In contrast with the varJ:ing effe~ts of 
progres ively higher heat levels as eVidenced m the 
loft-hand portions of figures 6, 7, and 8, ~t appe~rs 
on the right that an increase of 100° 0 ill , holdlllg 
tmnperature has a more nearly constant effect and 
approximately doubles the loss from supersaturated 
glasses, whether of soda, potash, or lithia, and re
gardless of the temperature level at least between 
1,2000 and 1,400° O. . . . . . 

Having selected tentative cntlcal composltlOns for 
effective saturation it is now possible to compare 

4 T his remarkable curve was published as fig ure 4, p . 134 of 2dcitationinli ter
ature reference [13) a nd seems never to have been expla ined. 
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FIGUR E 8. Ratios of losses in weight while lithia silicate glasses 
are held at high temperatw ·es . 

Above a critical conccntration of 50-percent lithia, where 10 L i are available for 
each cage of the network, the silica is supersaturated . A critical temperature 
for some deterioration of the unsaturated net of lithia sil icate glasses seems to 
lie below 1,300° C. 

equitably the losses by volatilization of the different 
alkalis after conversions from weights to moles of loss 
per unit concentration of modifier oxide. This is ex
hibited in figure 9 fo1' 1,3000 0 and figure 10 for 
1,400° 0 where positive abscissae represent super
saturation. In the writer 's opinion the r elative vola
tilities as they appear in figures 9 and 10 are more 
logical than is the case when the abscissae are plot ted 
without regard to degree of saturation. 

At 1,400° 0 lithia is found to be somewhat more 
volatile than potash, molecularly, but soda a little 
less so. At 1,300° 0 the differen ces b etween lithia 
and potash and soda seem negligible a t low concen
trations well below cation saturation, but a t concen
trations n ear and above saturation the soda is def
initely less volat ile than the other alkalis. In other 
words, a t emperature of 1,400° 0, which damages 
the n etwork, does no t volatilize soda as easily as it 
does li thia and potash. Further , this effect is marked 
at moderate degr ees of supersa turation even at 1,300° 
where one would expect soda to b e intermediate be
tween the other alkalis. This seems to indicate that 
some of the soda is more fil~mly bound or inclosed in 
th e silica n et than either lithia or po tash. T he facts 
uggest that in general by mere inclosure of R 20 i t is 

very effectively protected , but that some " deep po
tential well" condition of some of th e soda is so 
important that it continues to give protection to soda 
even when the net is somewhat deteriorated either 
by heat or damage because of reduction in shared 
oxygen. 

25r-,_---r----,----,----,---~----_,----,_--_, 

./ 

15 20 

FIGU RE 9. V olatilization losses at 1,300° C in micromoles per 
unit concentration at com parable degrees of satumtion of 
network . 

Litbia and potash are about equally volatile but soda somewhat less so at 1,300° 
C and above saturation. 
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FIGUR E 10. V olatilization losses at 1,400 0 C. 
Lith ia is somewhat m ore volatile than potash and soda definitely less so. Soda 

seems to be more securely inclosed within the silica network than either lithia or 
potasb and the increased stability is evidenced even at moderate degrees of 
supersaturation . 

4 . Molar Volume and Degree of Saturation 

An interesting fea ture of glass is the openness of 
its s tructure. In fused silica the volume of the voids 
is much greater than the volume of the ions, com
prising abou t 62 percent of the total volume, whereas 
for the "most, open" packing of equal spheres th e 
voids are only 48 percen t of the total. I t has been 
said [16] that regular pentagonal dodecahedra have 
the larges t possible cavities for a structure of inter
laced tetr ahedra. This openness in glass would 
seem to be part icularly useful in studies of the struc
ture of glasses containing known molecular propor
tions of nonsilica, especially if the idea of predom
inan t randomness is supplanted by that of predom
inant order . 
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A difficulty is the volume sensi tivlty of glasses to 
the Lemperatures employed in their annealing [27] . 
P ermanent volume changes of as much as 1 p ercent 
ar e possible in annealed glasses and thus comparisons 
m ay h ave errors as large as 2 percent unless the 
annealings are "comparable." Just what constitutes 
comparability in annealings is no t entirely clear but 
one can at least see that glasses are annealed at 
temperatures that are all comparably high or all low 
in their respective annealing ranges. 

For a series of many simple soda silicate glasses , 
it is found tha t those with low-soda content have 
densities, el , or specific volumes, V , that, as functions 
of their compositIOn, can be r epresented better by 
intersecting straight lines than b y continuous curves . 
Some differences of opi nion have been expressed 
abou t this , particularly when it was found that the 
intersections sometimes occurred where the constitu
en t oxides were related approximately in simple 
proportions such as 1: 1, 1: 2, 1: 3, etc. and no such 
compounds were known to exist. Th e use of seg
m ented straight lines has persisted, however , and one 
ou tstanding example of their use was published by 
Huggins [2] who found intersections at several of the 
composition to which vitron theory now (table 1) 
calls attention because integral numbers of sodium 
ions should at those points be expected in the dode
cahedral cages of the network. The coeffi cients that 
Huggins gives for t he computation of densities from 
his "structon" analysis may, ther efore, to some ex
tent, b e regarded as analagous to coeffi cients thaL 
could be given for computing densiLies according to 
the number of cations per cage as dedu ced from a 
vitron analysis. 

From the agreement beLween vitro n and strucLon 
theories as set forth in Lable 1, it may be inferred 
that curves of specific volume versus compositio n 
for sod a silicate glasses will show changes in slope 
near the points for integral numbers of sodium aLoms 
per cage of the silica network. Presumably the 
same may be true for potash and lithia glasses. 

I n previous sections of this paper it has b ecn sug
gested. that conditions are somewhaL more co mpli
cated and t ha t some oxygen as well as cation can be 
inclosed in the cages of the silica network. From 
data on water solubility, swelling in acids, and solu
Lion in alkali, it was es timated that oxygen is in
closable up to mole perCeJl tages of 16. 7 for K 20 , 23.1 
for N a20 and 28.6 for Li20 , and that added oxygens 
begin to produce unshared oxygen at some of the 
t etrahedral corners at about the compositions 
named. To test these estimates fur th er and to show 
the results graphically on an open scale, it is dcsirable 
to plot only differences in volume b etween some 
function of composition and the volumes as computed 
from observed densities. 

With such ideas and tentative strucLural data in 
mind, one can proceed to analyze da ta on th~ ~p ecific 
volumes computed from the measUTed densltlCs of a 
series of simple binary silica te glasses provided all 
of them have been carefully and co nsistently annealed 
for comparison purposes. D ata on such a series 
ll ave been published by Young, Glaze, Faick, and 
Finn {17], particularly for soda and po tasb sili cate 

glasses bu L including some Ii thia silicaLes, and Lhese 
data will be used here. It is proposed Lo exprcs all 
observation as gram molecular volumes of glas , 
V g= w jel , where w is th e molecular weight (Ii nearly 
interpolaLed according to composition ) and d is ob
served densiLy at room temperatmes ; and from these 
volumes to ubtract a computed volume 

V c= (l - p )Vs+ xpVs (1) 

wh ere p is the mole fraction of the modifier oxide, 
I1s= w jd = 27.263 cm3 is the gram molecular volume 
attributable to the silica network (density 2.203 ), 
and :L is a volume replacement or expansion factor to 
be so determined that V c from eq (1) shall equal V g 

as observed when R20 replaces silica in very small 
amount!" . In other words eq (1) is written to apply 
to the initial straight-line segments of curves when 
volume is plotted against modifier oxide b eginning 
wi th 100-per cent silica. This m eans that x could be 
computed from the equa Lion xp Vs=P Vn , if Vs and 
I1n are true partial molar volumes of silica 5 and of 
oxide, and if Va be known . 

It will be evident that if all R 20 enters the cavitie 
without distending the volume of the net, then 
I1n m ust be zero and x be zero. Or, if the rate of 
change in net expansion should be proportional to 
added R 20 , then eq (1) would continue to r epresent 
the observations and Vc= V g with an initially deter
mined constant value of x, identical for K 20 , Na20 , 
or Li20 . 

How ever , th e actual values of :1" computed from 
glasses wi th various small valu es of p , are l.114 , 
0.644, and 0.339 for K 20 , Na20 , and Li20 silicate 
glasses , r e pecLivcly. These replacement facLor 
co ntra t decidedly with the values x= o which are 
to b e expected for small proporLions of any R 20 
added to silica if all atoms of t he oxides are inclosed 
in the cages without eli tending the volume oj the net. 

The diversity am.ong these replacement factors, x, 
accords with the s uggestion now being made that 
not only cat ions but some oxygens are inclosable in 
the cages of the network. This follows b ecause if 
only cations are inclosed, and all oxygen added to 
the net, then the replacement factors, x, would for 
these R 20 glasses depend chiefly on t he rate of addi
tion of oxygen, which~ does not differ among R 20 
oxides, and thus th e values of x would b e nearly 
identical for each of the oxides. 

It seems necessary, th en, to conclude that even 
small proportions of modifier oxides , which presum
ably can be maximally inclosed in holes of the net
work, are distending the silica component , that is 
the network, whose volume is (l - p) Vs to the extent 
Lll1g = xp I1s. Specifically (see fig . 11a), the replace
ment of silica by K 20 to t he exLent of 10 percent 
causes 12 pcrcent increase in volume of th e residual 
(or 90% silica) net, but corresponding replacements 
with N a20 and Li20 will cause increases of only 7 
and 4 percent, respectively . Otherwise stated , but 
perhaps less pertinently, replacements to t he extent 

, 'l'en tatively. 27 em' may be used as t be partial molar volume of silica in both 
soda and pot~sh silicate glasses at low-modifier content and room temperatures. 
as sbown by Callow [181. and the sarno is true at 1.400° C as reported by White[191 . 
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FIGU R E lla . Changes in molar volume by additions of 10-
percent R20 . 

The most im portant facts are (1) apparent shrinkage of added modifier and 
(2) expansion of the silica network component, even for the small lithium atoms. 
Since the siliea·replacement factors, x, differ from zero and from each other, it is 
inferred (1) that modifiers do penetrate the network and (2) that the network 
expansion (even for small addi tions of modifier) cannot be due solely to the 
added oxygens which are identical in nmnber for each modifier. 

of 10 percent cause an increase in total volume of the 
initial system (100% silica) of 1.1 p ercent with K 20 
but decreases of 3.5 and 6.6 percent with Na20 and 
Li20 . Then the in terpretation sometimes given is 
that the r elatively stronger ionic potentials of sodium 
and lit hium result in contractions of the networks. 
In view of prevailing ideas concerning th e great 
s trength and relative invariance of silica nets, the 
appropriateness of sucb an interpretation may b e 
questioned . 

As first stated , however , and if all additions go 
inside the silica net that is simultaneously formed, 
no contractual effect of t he network is evident, even 
in the case of litbia silicate glass . In all three glasses 
th e over-all effects on t he net are expansional and th e 
interpretation here suggested, on a vitron basis, is 
that all of the added oxides at these small proportions 
oj nonsilica are inclosed in the cavities and that the 
content of oxides either strengthens the elemental 
dodecahedral volumes or b y its mere presence 
res tricts t heir deformability . This would result in 
reduced size limits for the growth of vitrons (clust ers 
of elemental volumes), and increase the number and 
widths of the intersticial channels between vitrons. 
The three oxides, K 20 , N a20, Li20 , are found to 
have this expansive effect in the ratios 44 :26:14 
which correspond roughly t o ratios of their gram 
molecular volumes, namely, 41:27:15 , which can 
be estimated from the densities of these oxides at 
room temperatures. 

The linear eq (1) yields good values for the volumes 
of only a. few of these two-component glasses at the 
lower concentrations of nonsilica, and it is found 
that additional terms or a series of values for x would 
be required in order to extend its application beyond 
val ues of p larger than a bou t 17 percen t for K 20 , 
23 percent for Na20 , and 29 percent for Li20 . These 
are the critical percentages near which it was con
cluded from solubility and chemical-attack data that 
maximal oxygen is inclosed. 

The extent, t:.. V, of the failure of eq (1) has been 
evaluated as t:.. V = V g - V c for the three glass types 
men tioned, using the data on densities and com
positions as published by Young, Glaze, Faick, and 
Finn. [17] These increases in volume are plotted in 
figure lIb to show that the stepwise nature of the 
increases is consistent with a thesis that ch anges in 
slope can occur at each composition corresponding 
to an integral number of cations per hole; also to 
show how nearly identical are the rates of increase 
in volume upon the addition of very diverse oxides. 

For the intervals considered here, th e points 
where slopes may change are at the p ercentages 16.7, 
23.1,28.6,33.3,37.5, and 41.1 corresponding to 2,3, 
4, 5, 6, and 7 cations per elemental cage of volume. 

Noticeable features of the curves in figure lIb are 
the points at which the linear eq (1 ) becomes inade
quate for computing volumes. M ention has already 
been made of these points near 17, 23, and 29 percent 
of R 20 where the maximum inclosure of oxygen is 
reached. After that, the addition of modifier oxygen 
increases the oxygen of the network, unconnected 
tetrahedral corners can occur, and the effective 
volume of the network can be further expanded. In 
further accord with estimates of cation saturation in 
preceding sections of this paper , it is suggested (see 
fig . lIb) that 2 additional cations of potassium are 
inclosable (at 28.6% K 20 ) with coordination lowered 
to 6 ; also that as many as 3 additional cations of 
sodium pel' cage can be inclosed (at 37.5% Na20 ) 
with coordination lowered to 4.3 ; and for Li20 
possibly 6 additional cations are inclosable (at 50%) 
to give a coordination number of 3. These percent
ages of 29, 38, and 50 are to be considered as esti
mates of the compositions for which the cavities in 
these silicate binary glasses are effectively filled, and 
as limits beyond which the cations b ecome much less 
firmly anchored within or protected by the silica 
framework. It will be noticed that the ranges from 
maximum inclosure of oxygen to m aximum effective 
inclosure of cation are such that the upper limits for 
coordination extend on bo th sides of currently 
accepted estimates of normal coordination at 8 to 10 
for K , 6 for N a, and 4 for Li. 

A noteworthy feature of figure llb is the near 
parallelism of these curves. This is interpreted as 
evidence that any progressive disruption of the net
work is largely independent of the size and nature 
of the modifier cations. This, of course, should be 
the ca.se if the controlling factor is t he rate at which 
oxygen is being added to cause progress in the dis
connection of the tetrahedra. If, as sugges ted in 
this analysis, the numbers of inclosed oxygens aver
age 1, 1.5, and 2 pel' element of volume, for K 20, 
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FIGU HE lib. Changes in volume of alkali :silicate binary glasses with increased R 20 content. 
Data of Young, Glaze, Faick , and Finn [17]; displaced ordinates, common abscissae. At t he critical percen tages 

16.7, 23.1, and 28.6 tbere is maxi mal inclosure of oxide modifier io t he cages of the glass and the coordioation n umbers arc 
large. A t the critical percentages 28.6, 37 .5, and 50.0 the cages are completely filled with oxide plus cations and the coo rdi· 
nat ion is below normal. The ratcs of volume incrcase tend to become independent of the nature of the H, O, probably 
because t hey depend mainly on t he constant rate of addition of oxygen that is not inclosed and t berefore weakens the 
network. 

Na20 , and Li20 , respectively, then at percentages of 
28 .6, 33.3, and 37.5 th e respective nets are only 
slightly, and about equally, disrupted to an average 
of 3.6 connected corners per tetrahedron . This is 
indicated in figure llb where dotted lateral lines 
4.0 , 3.8, 3.6, etc. unite points of comparable degree 
of shared oxygen ,tha t is degree of connec tion of the 
tetr ahedra in the network . 

5 . Electrical Resistance 

The sodium ion wi th a radius of 0.9S A is ap
preciably smaller than n eon, radius 1.2 A, which is 
the largest of the noble gases that readily passes 
through silica glass at any considerable r ate. In 

general, oth er common network modifiers are larger 
than sodium and it is not surprising that th e con
ductivity of glass at temperatures below annealing 
is commonly ascribed to migrations of the sodium 
ions. Ques tion is sometimes ra,ised concerning the 
potassium ion but i Ls radius of 1.3 A approaches 
that of argon, 1.6 A, which does not pass through 
silica except wi th great difficulty. Consequently i t 
is no t surprising that experiments h ave shown [20] 
tha t at temperatures below 600 0 C conduction by K 
ions is either negligible or excluded . 

An extensive investlgatlOn of the electrical resis
tivity of soda silica glasses as a function of composi
tion and tempera ture was made by Seddon, Tippett , 
and Turner [21] . Their results for logarithm of 
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specific resistance at several temperatures between 
250° and 500° C have been replotted in figure 12 
after conversions from weight to mole percentages 
of Na20. Data for 1,300° C from work by Endell 
and Hellbrugge [22] have been added. Similar work 
was done by Babcock [23] with good agreement ll1 

the regions of overlapping. 
These curves show decreases in the resistances as 

soda is added, and this accords with a general 
deterioration of the network. Further, the curves 
show a possibility that the progressive deterioration 
may be nearly linear between certain definite per
centages of N a20. The particular changes in slope 
explicitly noticed by Seddon, Tippett, and Turner 
near 37.5 percent Na20 at temperatures of 250 0 to 
400° C were confirmed by Babcock at 394° to 727 ° C 
or higher ; but at much higher temperatures, near 
1,200° and 1,300° C, he definitely found no change in 
slope (in agreement with Endell and Hellbrugge). 
This is in general accord with the conclusions reached 
above in section 3.2 concerning high-temperature 
deterioration of the networks that can gradually 
obliterate the structural effects that can be observed 
at lower temperatures. 

In addition to changes in slope of the low-tem
perature resistivity curves near the "saturation 
point" at 37.5 percent Na20, there is a definite 
change near 16.7 percent for the high temperatures. 
Possibly further work migh t confirm a less noticeable 
change at 28 .6 percent. These special compositions 
of soda silicate glasses correspond to averages of 
2, 4, and 6 sodium cations per dodecahedral element. 
Below 2 Naper element of vohlme , soda silica 
glasses are not stable and devitrification readily 
occurs. At 6 Na per element or 37.5 percent, it 
has already been suggested that the cages of the net 
are filled. At higher soda contents there is un
inclosed soda and the disruption of the network 
begins to be a cause of instability. At the inter
mediate composition of 28.6 there are 4 Na per 
element and the maximum coordination number 
becomes exactly 6, which is probably nearly an 
optimum condition for soda silicate glasses. It is 
interesting to note that at the high temperature of 
1,300° C the network is so much disrupted that 
resistance is low long before the cages in the network 
are filled at 37.5 percent soda, and only one special 
point, at 16 .7 percent soda, remains in evidence . 
This is the point at which there may be a "deep 
potential well" distribution of the N a20 within the 
cages as suggested in figure 13, of this paper. 

6. Deep Potential Wells in Soda Silica te 
Gla sses 

A soda content of 16.7-mole percent of modifier 
in R20 glasses gives 2 cations per dodecahedral ele
ment of volume of glass according to the vitron 
model, as shown by table 1. If the cation is sodium, 
with radius 0.93 A, the logical arrangement is that 
shown in figure 13 and it is apparent that a strength
ened cage structure may result and the sodium atoms 
so placed may be more integrally related to the net
work structure than additional sodium or any other 

7.0 r-----,-----,-,..---,.,-- ---,-,----.---., 
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10 20 30 40 50 
MOLE % No 20 

FIGURE 12. Effect of composition on specific resistance of soda 
silicate glasses. 

Data of Seddon, 'l'ippett, and T urner [21], after conversion to mole percent; 
also curve from Endelln. Hellbriigge [10, 22] for 1,3()()O C. At 16.7·percent Na,O 
each element of t he vitrons has its complement of inclosed or "deep well" cations 
and at 28.6 percent tbe normal complement of 4 Na with coordination nllmber of 
6. At 37.5 percent there are 6 Na ions per element, the cages in the net are prob· 
ably completely filled, and tbe average number of connected corners of the 
tetrabedra has fallen to 3.4 so t hat some disruption of the network has occurred . 

At 1,3000 C. only the "deep well" effect at 16.7 percent is noticeable. Even 
slightly increased disruption of the net by high temperatures seriously impairs 
resistance. 

FI GURE 13. A uniquely metastable arrangement for a glass of 
16.7-mole percent soda and 83.3-percent sitica, 

See also figure 3. Tbe Na ions are each in closest possible contact (2.25 A 
between centers) with four oxygen halves and not far (3.4 A) from 6 others. The 
Na ions are as far from each other as possible (4.55 A) within the interior of a 
dodecahedral element of a vitron. 'l' hese distances accord with the differential 
analyses of radial distribution cW"ves deduced by Lukesh and by Dietzel from 
X·ray dillract ion patterns. 

cation. References have been made to this unique 
geometrical arrangement in section 2.2 above; also 
in section 3.2 in discussing differential volatilization 
of soda and potash, and in section 5 regarding elec
trical resistivity of soda silicate glasses. 
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In di scussing electrical conductivity and dielectric 
losses, Stevels [24] distinguishes between N a ions 
that arc "free" and others that are "enclosed". He 
considers that the enclosed ions lie in "deep potential 
boles", that annealing provides opportunity for a 
more thorough occupation of such positions (there 
is sometimes a factor of 3 between the cond nctivity 
of strained glass and the lower values for well
annealed glass), and that " the first Na ions added 
to a network are taken up in the deepest poten tinl 
holes in which they stay wi th preference for energy 
reasons". 

The idea that sodium ions situated as shown in 
figure 13 should resist migration may be related to 
the peculiarity found by Jenckel and Schwittman 
[25] near 17 percent N a20 when they determined 
temperatures of equifluidity of soda silicate glasses. 
Their curves of equifluidity have extremely well 
marked abrupt changes in slope as shown in figure 
14 which is plotted from their data. Very rapid 
increases in viscosi ty as silica con ten t in creases are 
well knO\\7]1 . Dietzel and Sheybany [12] in their 
discussions concerning the fllli.ng of voids with 
cations, have ci ted the work of Endell and H ellbriigge 
[22] on the viscosities of po tash, soda, and li thia sili
cate glasse Unfortuna tely, the viscosity seems 
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T emperatures f or equiviscosity of soda silicate 
glasses. 

Data by Jenckel and Scbwittman [25] have been averaged, and poi nts at 0 
percent Na, O are averages for two specimens measured by Volarovich and 
Leontieva [26]. At 16.7 percent Na2 0 a critical demarkation may exist between 
stable glasses and those tbat crystall ize so easily t hat viscosities ore greatly 
increased. 

ver~- sensitive to small degrees of cr~'stallization and, 
aside from temperatme difficul ties, i t has not seemed 
particularly useful to work: with binary :R20 glas e 
having large concen trations of Si02 • Jen ckcl and 
Schwittman, however , extended their fluidi ty meas
uremen ts well into the conentrations that tend to 
crystallize and also to temperatures fairl:v low in tbe 
annealing ranges. The lower the temperatures at 
which they measured fluidity, the sharper was the 
cutoff point in N a20 content below which the 
fluidity decreased more or less abruptly, possibly 
on accoun t of devitrification. Supposing it is incip
ient crystalliz.ation that caused sudden changes in 
the viscosit:v, it is in teresting to ask , why this crystal
liza tion effect is so cri t ical at approximately the 
composition of 16.7-percent Na20. Does the deep
well condit ion so strengthen the cages and resist mi
grations as to prevent collapse in structure incident 
to ancl necessarily prerequisite to devitrification? If 
crystallization is not active why is there a sudden 
change in fluidity at this definite composi tion? 
Can it be t hat at low concentrations N a20 enters 
the cages only as a unit so that at all soda contents 
below 16.7 percent there will be some cages in which 
there are no cations? Such emp ty cage migh t 
deform more easil~- and thus be compatible with 
nanower intervitron channels and conducive to 
lower fluidities at temperatures in a nd above the 
annealing ranges. 

7 . Conclusion 

In th is paper it has been found geometrically 
possible that the beginning of deterioration of the 
silica network by addition of modifier oxid es can b e 
deferred up to 16 .7-mole percent even for K20 and 
possibly 23.1 or 28.6 percent for Na20. Also from 
such considerations it is found that the maximum 
content of completely inclosed cation per cage is 4 of 
K or 6 of N a. The probable loci of these ions in the 
dodecahedral cages lead to radial distances between 
ions that agree well wi th data from differential 
analyses of diffraction pattern data. 

From data on chemical attack and water solubili ty 
i t appears that 16.7 percent of K 20 , 23.1 percent of 
Na20 , and 28.6 percent of Li20 are reasonable esti
mates for maximal inclosure of ox~rgell and simul
taneous beginning deterioration of the network 
because of unshared oxygen. From data on volatili
zation at high temperatures it is found tha t percent
ages of 28.6 , 37.5, and 50, corresponding to inclosmes 
of 4, 6, and 10 ions of K , N a, and Li, r espectively, 
are fairly defini tely indicated for full saturation of 
the cages. 

hanges in the molar vol urnes of these alkali 
glasses as a function of :R20 con tent are in accord 
with the idea that there may be structural-change 
points corresponding to some of the per centage 
compositions of 16.7, 23. 1, 28.6, 33.3 , 37 .5, and 41.1 
where there arc 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 cat ions per cage 
or cavity of the network. . 

For sodium silicate glasses , the change in slope 
indicating cage saturation at 37. 5-percen t Na20 is 
detectaJ:,le on curves of resitivit~- a t low temperatures 
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but not for temperatures neal' 1,3000 C where tem
perature deterioration of the network may mask the 
saturation point. The deep-potential-well point at 
16.7-percent Na20 probably becomes prominent 
above 400 0 C on curves of resistivity but is definitely 
less so at lower temperatures. This point at 16.7-
percent Na20 is very prominent on curves of equi
fluidity near annealing temperatmes. Glasses richer 
in Si02 devitrify very readily. 

Thus it is apparent that considerable qualitative 
and some semiquantitative and intercorrelated evi
dence in support of the vitron theory of glass struc
ture is given by analyses of existing data on property
composition curves of solubility, chemical attack, 
volatilization, molar volume, electrical resistance, 
and fluidity of alkali silicate binary glasses. It is 
concluded that further studies of this nature should 
be made when more varied, more extensive, and 
more accurate data are available. 
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